NCCN Includes Breast Tomosynthesis in Breast Cancer Screening & Diagnosis
Practice Guidelines

Hologic Applauds NCCN for Recognizing the Comprehensive Body of Literature Supporting the Use of
3D MAMMOGRAPHY™ Exams for Breast Cancer Screening
Hologic Inc. has announced that new guidelines published by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network
(NCCN) recommend that physicians consider breast tomosynthesis exams as an option for their patients'
annual breast cancer screening. 1

The NCCN Guidelines, published in "NCCN Clinical Practice Guidelines in Oncology: Breast Cancer Screening
and Diagnosis" are developed and updated by an impartial, physician-led group consisting of 48 individual
panels and comprising over 1,150 clinicians and oncology researchers from the 27 NCCN member institutions.
These panel members are multidisciplinary, disease-specific specialists who are both clinicians and
researchers, and who understand the entire patient pathway, screening through treatment.

"As a practicing radiologist at an NCCN Member Institution, I'm well aware of the confusion on the part of
patients and referring physicians over the best option for screening mammography," said Elizabeth Morris,
M.D., Chief, Breast Imaging Service at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center. "Physicians around the globe
use guidelines, like these published by NCCN, to make appropriate recommendations for their patients' care.
With these in hand, referring physicians should feel more comfortable advising their patients that breast
tomosynthesis is a trusted option for their annual breast cancer screening."

The NCCN Guidelines call attention to the significant body of literature that demonstrates that Hologic's breast
tomosynthesis exam, the Genius™ 3D MAMMOGRAPHY™ exam, is a more accurate way to screen for breast
cancer. 2,3 The guidelines, which were approved with uniform consensus (Category 2A), state that "multiple
studies show a combined use of digital mammography and tomosynthesis appears to improve cancer detection
and decreased call back rates. Of note, most studies used double the dose of radiation. The radiation dose can
be minimized by synthetic 2-D reconstruction." 1
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"Including 3D MAMMOGRAPHY™ exams as a valid mammography option for breast cancer screening is yet
another confirmation of the widespread agreement among radiologists and the research literature that this
screening modality increases invasive cancer detection and reduces unnecessary patient callbacks," said Pete
Valenti, Hologic's Division President, Breast and Skeletal Health Solutions. "Despite the strong adoption of this
technology by healthcare providers, some insurance companies have refused to cover and pay for this superior
screening modality in full, citing a lack of guidance and supporting research. That position is no longer valid
since many insurers, including the national payers, reference NCCN guidelines in their coverage policies. We
implore any major insurance company that has been reticent to provide full coverage for 3D™ exams to
reconsider their position based on the new guidelines and provide the patients they cover with access to a
more accurate mammogram."

Genius™ 3D MAMMOGRAPHY™ exams have been available in the U.S. since 2011, and are only available on
the Hologic Selenia® Dimensions® mammography system. In 2015, an estimated 10 million women in the U.S.
benefited from a Genius™ exam. Additional information, as well as a locator to find imaging sites offering the
exams, can be found at http://mygenius3d.com.
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